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Azza Fouly

Dear TKD Family,

Just like most people around the world who were asked to #stayhome, WT GMS Team did and guess what

the result is.

Justin had calls and online meetings with us and the rest of the WT departments to present the GMS’ new

star “Education and Certification Modules” along with his several other tasks that wouldn’t stop him from

working on weekends. Kabir worked on an endless list of items topped with certification templates and

rankings – including for those who are going to be using the soon to be launched continental & national

ranking feature for World Taekwondo Europe and Thailand. Sarvar was super busy with the Offline

Education, working on all historical courses so that everyone who participated can now view & download

their own certificate (s). Sahaj was knee deep in our finances, course gradings and testing some new

features before they’re ready for you to use. As for Yanina, our infographics queen, lockdown, slow internet,

regular power cuts didn’t stop her from designing so many infographics they could fill a book. More about

this is explained in her articleReady. Steady. Content.

Our multi-lingual Hisham is working on translating all infographics for our Arabic and French speaking

members – despite being down with a terrible flu for a couple of weeks & with a team as active as this one, I

couldn’t be more inspired to do my best, focusing on coming up with this issue and reaching out to some of

the countries I’m responsible for to have a comprehensive research about national/local belt grading for a

future GMS surprise. Shh! Don’t tell anyone, yet.

WT COACH 

Course

Certifications for WT Educator & Coach Courses 

NOW available 

After many months of development and testing we are pleased to officially

launch the WT Education & Certification modules in the GMS.

For those of you who participated in a WT Educator or Coach Course, your

Results and Certificates are already available to download from your GMS

profile. From now, you will receive an email as soon as grades are approved

by WT for any course informing you to access your result and download your

certificate(s).

Check out more about how the process works

HERE. Be sure to click on the LEARN MORE icons

for even more info.

Moving forward we will continue to offer more WT Education courses for more 

stakeholders through the GMS including 100% online courses that you can 

learn from the comfort of your own home at anytime. 

If you have any queries or comments related to the GMS side of things please don’t hesitate 

to contact us directly at support.gms@worldtaekwondo.org or for general WT Education 

queries please contact WT Education Department at education@worldtaekwondo.org

WT EDUCATOR COURSE

We have all been running around and sometimes missing things along the way due to our routines. Take this
time to get back to yourself, the people that matter most and remembering all your forgotten
dusty dreams. And as my doormat wisely says, “Welcome Home”

WT GMS Manager

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ojvu54a1b4xmifx/Marketing%20-%20WT%20educator-coach%20course.pdf?dl=0
mailto:support.gms@worldtaekwondo.org
mailto:education@worldtaekwondo.org


Looking back, after nearly a decade of tireless work, switching platform providers till we found the best

partner in Simply Compete, meeting with stakeholders, training and answering questions for the national

federations and over a million miles of travel later, we can only say, it was all worth it. Thousands of

members across the globe are benefiting from all what the GMS has to offer to the MNA, coaches, athletes

and even parents. Let’s take you on a tour of how some countries are doing it.

• July 2nd 2018, in close cooperation with Jordan Taekwondo

Federation and Olympic Preparation Centre the first WT GMS

workshop for all club admins was held in Amman by Sarvar

Shamusarov.

• September 10th 2018: Launch of their website

jordantkd.simplycompete.com with the background of

Olympic Gold Medallist Ahmad Abughaush

Egypt is nationally mandating the GMS and has over 6000 active

members. They have hosted 25 national & regional events and

belt tests through the GMS till now. They used all tools available

through the GMS for these events.

It was also decided to start uploading results to the GMS from this

season.

Currently, the membership is required for any and all national

events and belt tests - including Kukkiwon dan/poom tests.

Azza Fouly attended multiple workshops to discuss the GMS. She

has a very hands on and involved approach and all inquiries on the

ground with club and regional admins and parents were handled

by her.

Egypt created a Facebook page for admins only to answer their

inquiries efficiently and not to be overlooked in the general

Facebook page.

• September 12th 2018: Letter sent to all clubs and published on the Facebook

page of the federation informing them about the implementation of the GMS in

Jordan.

• December 12th 2018: - First event to use the GMS for registration – DAN

Grading.

• 2019: 3 DAN gradings and 27 local events held through the GMS with a total of

7835 members registered.

• 2020: Cadet and Junior Leagues registrations to be done through the GMS.

• Now Jordan Taekwondo Federation is using all the GMS features like online

registrations, reports, printing credentials etc in their national events.

Here are some of the success stories of those 

national federations that took the lead and made 

the best out of the WT GMS

THE 

FLAG
CARRIERS

Walk Like an Egyptian

The GMS Chronicles of Jordan



Mexico is one of the biggest countries in terms of practitioners in the PANAM region.

Due to that, the national federation structure is complex, with several challenges faced

to implement the GMS. The key was a well thought plan that considered the existing

structure of the national federation.

Another path to start things is the way that Uruguay National Federation took it. They are

not a big country in terms of numbers, but the communication between their regions is

not so easy. Due to that, in order to start with the implementation, in the easy and less

resources way, they started with minors, all members under 11 years old are free in the

GMS and they kept it that way for their members. They also made it mandatory for all

club masters to register their students under 11 in the GMS to be able to register them for

national events. The combination between national events registration and Free for

minors as a starting point, even training, is what has helped Uruguay to start with the

implementation of the GMS.

THE FLAG CARRIERS

It has been made mandatory to have registrations for all national events through the GMS; which is
key for a successful implementation. Mexico is still in the process to implement the GMS in full, but
so far, they have achieved the mid-term goal in less time than expected.

The success of this plan depended on finding a way that was natural for the national

federation and the way that different levels are related within the organization. The

GMS is flexible enough to provide solutions to ensure a relation that the national

federation already had with the different levels. The GMS needs to be thought of as a

platform to help organize, make communication easy and efficient and an

improvement of the existing relations and processes.

The Mexican Way

Currently the regional federation is the main organization level. All members contact the

regional federation to register for memberships and national events. Hence the most

natural way to implement the GMS was to make the respective regional presidents the

admins. That way the process of adding members, checking payments and event

registrations is done by the respective regional admin, instead of the national admin.

The national admin continues to have the same responsibilities as before to check and

authorize membership registrations and oversee international event registrations to

make sure that rules are followed.

When Minors Led the Way in Uruguay

Few months of use and successful events later, the club admins started to realize the

benefits of the GMS. Their taekwondo life was now easy, because once the member is on

the system, they don’t need to send the same details again and again. They just need to

register the members for events, which is done with a few clicks.

Due to this success Uruguay has moved to the next level, to implement GMS at all levels.
Now not only the kids are added in the system, but everyone is. The national federation
will have all national event registrations through the GMS.

As in the case of Mexico, having registrations for the national events through the
GMS gave members a tangible and easy to see, benefit and the chance to learn how
to use the GMS in their own club/region.



WT Coach Course
Perspective of a WT Educator

F E R N A N D O  C A Ñ A D A

These roles are different because the goals of each role is different. That

difference is where I put the focus. In the first and second roles as coach and

educator, the focus is subjective, but in the third one, as a member of the

WT Education Committee it is objective. To understand, when I am acting

as a coach, the focus is on the athlete, helping the competitor to improve

his/her performance.

A coach, an educator, a member of the WT Education Committee, will

you please tell us about your different roles and how do you manage

them?

The same happens when I am fulfilling my role as an educator, the focus is on the coaches, trying to give them tools
and all the information they need to be sitting in the coach's chair and do a good job. But in my role as a member of
the WT Education Committee, the focus is objective. I think about the material, the system, the structure, how to
create, give and organize the educational material for our stakeholders. The good thing about having these three
roles is that I stay connected with athletes, coaches and educators, and this situation gives me an important
feedback to transmit to the committee and improve our areas.

THE FLAG CARRIERS
Early Steps of the Thai Plan After Kabir Kar’s recent 3-day trip to Bangkok, the feedback

received has been positive from all stakeholders. Here is a

short takeaway from the trip:

Day 1: Started the day with the GMS update which was

followed by a presentation for the clubs regarding all new

features they could use.

Day 2: The first half of the day included a presentation to the

national federation on the soon to be launched education

functionality, which was followed by a demonstration of the

upcoming competition management system

Different ways to implement GMS, the same goal. So in terms of implementing the GMS it is not

an only recipe, the GMS team ensures the best way to implement the GMS in your National

federation and make it a reality. So, the next time you think about implementing the GMS, don’t

think how should I implement the GMS, instead think how your federation works, how your

members and different levels are connected, and you will find the best way to implement the

GMS. Once that is done you will start to see the benefit of moving to the next level.

Fernando is from Argentina and he wears many hats. His first experience
helping with an International event was the YOG Buenos Aires 2018. After
that, he took the WT educator course in Wuxi, China following which he was
also appointed a member of the WT Education Committee. By profession he
is as an accountant and part time runs his gym and helps the regional and
national federation he belongs to and is the treasurer for a sports
foundation.

Day 3: The day was dedicated to meetings with the national federation

and included talks on future strategies on the implementation, like giving

club admins the ability to register members and training on the soon to

be launched National Rankings.

Members continue to be added to the GMS. Unfortunately, COVID-19

has played spoilsport here as it has stopped all activities and the National

Event Scheduled in April had to be pushed back to later in the year.



The first time I used the GMS I felt very

comfortable. The interface is very user friendly

and the system give us, the educators, all the

information we need to manage the courses. I

really enjoy using the system to learn about

how it works and make suggestions to help the

GMS team to improve the tool.

What was your first impression when you

started using GMS in your courses?

The thing that surprised me the most was to see

that very important and famous coaches and ex-

athletes show a lot of interest in the content of the

course and they tell us that the course exceeds

their expectations. It is very nice to see

distinguished people of our sport trying to keep up

with the new material.

What has surprised you most while giving WT 

courses?

When I had to do the

registration for my first event I

remember that I had to

complete a form manually with

all my personal information,

give this form to my instructor

and he was in charge of taking

the form of all the students and

giving it to the organizer of the

event.

Tell us your first memory of

registering for an event when

you first started competing in

Taekwondo.

Now it is better. We have the GMS platform with our

complete personal information stored. The registration

currently is done by some clicks from distance and

without papers. For organizers, the information is

available real time and with lower possibilities of

mistakes than in the past.

How is it different now?

In this situation the GMS

could be very helpful to

ensure our activities go on.

Through the GMS,

educators and coaches can

be in contact, sending

material and evaluating

them too. GMS could be a

good alternative in this

situation.

How do you think the GMS

can help you as an

educator during the rough

time the world is going

through right now because

of the COVID 19 pandemic?

What are your future plans for the WT Education Committee?

Personally, I am working on a project to present to the Education Committee.

After having the experience of being an educator in some courses, I observed

that we can adjust some things to get better and meet our goal of giving

knowledge and tools to the coaches.

The difference is the position. When I took the course, I was the student, the person who was going to be

evaluated, and when I teach courses I am on the opposite side, these positions have different responsibilities,

different points of view, but both positions have the same objective, improve the level of our coaches and

through them, have better athletes at a higher level in our competitions. The material we saw as educators is

the same that we use to deliver courses, but the difference is the way to evaluate. To become an educator, you

need skills and abilities to teach and transmit the information to coaches, because of that, the Education

Department evaluates not just the knowledge of educators, they also evaluate our skills as teachers. When we

evaluate the coaches in the courses, the thing that is being tested is the knowledge of the coach about the

content delivered.

Tell us the difference between taking the WT educator course and now having your own students that you

teach the courses to.

X



INFOGRAPHICS

"A Good Infographic Is Worth A Thousand Words" 

In completion of the infographics we have created the Content

Management System (CMS) a place where you can find all

infographics and additional information from the GMS landing

page.

We are proud to make this available for all our members to check,

and we hope make this available for all national Federations,

Regions and Clubs soon.

We invite you to check all the sections!
Below is a summary. Just in case.

Infographic, /ˌɪnfə(ʊ)ˈɡrafɪk/ noun

a visual representation of information or data, e.g. as a chart or diagram.

Content Management Sections

And that’s what we hope we have created for all of you with the

educational infographics. We have spent over a year preparing

infographics for each process of the GMS. Even with a user-friendly

platform, we all need some guidance in our first steps. Each

infographic is thought to summarize the process in no more than 6

steps, and in a format that is easy to view and share on multiple

devices.

Events: Event calendar + event information

Athlete Rankings: Athlete ranking information

Clubs: New in town, you want to find a please to practice? Just 

check this section. Here all the clubs that have added your 

location on GMS will be show for you to know where to 

practice

About WT GMS: All about GMS, from our objectives to the 

Rules.

Guides: All the information you may need to use GMS 

platform. Here you will find the infographics we have created 

for you. You will find first a section for each user (Individual, 

Club/Region/Nat. Admin, and National Admin only – on those 

sections you see only, is because those are tools/process that 

are available for that level only) Then you will find a section for 

Event Admin Tools, and Club module

What’s New: A section where you can check the latest 

implementation, new section or enchantment we and SC have 

added to the platform

Newsletter: Our living room. Here you will find our monthly 

newsletter.

Contact us: Information of the contact channel to reach us.

FAQs: different documents with FAQs, in different languages.

Breaking News: Latest and more important information. 

https://worldtkd.simplycompete.com/


and we may just publish it 
in our coming issues

Have a unique story? Know someone that is 
doing something amazing? Share with us

Like the Newsletter?

On our 
Facebook 
page

Calling all WT GMS members!!! Please ensure your own personal email address is linked to
your GMS profile.

We are unable to send you messages with upcoming news, events and more until your
email is accurate and unique. Please contact your National, Regional or Club GMS
administrators if you’re unable to log into your GMS profile and ask them to update your
email address.
https://worldtkd.simplycompete.com/login

Check out the letter from WT Secretary General sent to all national federations regarding
all members in the GMS requiring their own unique email in English, French, Spanish &
Arabic

GMS
In Numbers

Did you know that GMS Team need to approve almost 400 

documents daily on average?

You need only 3 minutes to add a new member on GMS and 20 

seconds to renew an existing one.

An Admin has 16 different filters to search for his/her members

There were 15 WT Coach Courses held in GMS over the last 5 

months around the world. 

GMS comes in 23 languages

mailto:gms.newsletter@worldtaekwondo.org
https://www.facebook.com/worldtaekwondomembership
http://www.worldtaekwondo.org/
https://worldtkd.simplycompete.com/login
https://www.dropbox.com/s/9xqc159kf3acskp/Unique%20%26%20Accurate%20email%20in%20GMS%20-%20English.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/dlhwiz3y0m4owxh/Unique%20%20Accurate%20email%20in%20GMS%20-%20French.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/6rmkqha5chrzfed/Unique%20%26%20Accurate%20email%20in%20GMS%20-%20Spanish.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/pt3qolpe89ee7eb/Unique%20%26%20Accurate%20email%20in%20GMS%20-%20Arabic.pdf?dl=0
https://worldtkd.simplycompete.com/
https://www.facebook.com/WorldTaekwondo1/

